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Abstract

The present study expands our understanding of the relationship between

stigma and cognitive processes by focusing on reconstructive memory. Thirty four

female undergraduate students each completed the Women and Stigma Scale

(Belansky & Coleman, work in progress). One week later, subjects read and recalled

a story about a female job candidate which included some positive and negative

comments about her academic credentials. Regression analyses indicate that as

expected, the more stigmatized a woman is, the more negative versus positive

reconstructive errors she makes when recalling a story about a job applicant.

Implications for how stigmatization can negatively affect a woman's way of viewing the

world will be discussed.
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Predicting Reconstructive Errors: The Role of Stigma in Women

The present sfJciy is an attempt to broaden our understanding of how

stigmatization affects women. A stigma is any mark for which a person or group of

people is devalued (Goffman, 1963). Women, for example, are devalued for their

intelligence, independence, athletic abilities, and bodies. This devaluation, or

stigmatization, of women affects the ways in which women use social information to

understand themselves and the world around them (Crocker & Major, 1989; Crocker,

Voelki, Testa, & Major, 1991).

Research on Women and Stigma. In the face of discrimination and oppression,

women have utilized self-protective strategies to maintain a positive sense of self

(Crocker & Major, 1989). These strategies include attributing negative feedback, when

possible, to discrimination rather than to the self (Crocker et al, 1991; Dion, 1975;

Testa, Crocker, & Major, 1988), using in-group members as a basis of comparison

rather than using the advantaged out-group (Brickman & Bulman, 1977; Jones, Farina,

Hastorf, Markus. Miller, & Scott, 1984), and valuing the dimension the in-group does

well in, like caring for others, while devaluing the dimensions in which the in-group

does poorly, like being competitive (Harter, 1986; Rosenberg, 1965).

Thus far, empirical studies have demonstrated a relationship between stigma

and various cognitive processes including attributions, social comparison, and the

selectivity of values (Crocker et al, 1991). The present study expands our

understanding of the relationship between stigma and cognitive processes by looking

at reconstructive memory. More specifically, we investigated how stigma is related to

the memory of both positive and negative pieces of information pertaining to a female

job applicant.

hypothesis: A relationship is expected to exist between a woman's level of

stigmatization and the kinds of information she reconstructs about another woman's

experience. For example, a highly stigmatized woman, one who has internalized and
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accepted the stigma, is expected to be more likely to make negative versus positive

reconstructions about another female since she believes that women are not as worthy

as men. In contrast, a destigmatized woman, one who has rejected the stigma of

women, should be more likely to perceive women as worthy people; thus, she is

expected to reconstruct more positive than negative information about women.

Method/Materials/Procedure. Thirty four female undergraduate students

completed a packet of questionnaires including the Women and Stigma Scale

(Belansky & Coleman, work in progress) and other individual difference measures

such as feminism, depression, anger, instrumentality, expressivity, and feelings of

inadequacy. One week later, subjects read a story about a female job candidate. This

story detailed a female job applicant's interview for a faculty position. In the story, two

faculty members commented on their impressions of the applicant after hearing her job

talk. One made seven positive comments (e.g., "She has terrific research ideas; she

has good social skills for interacting with others."). The other faculty member made

seven negative comments (e.g., "She lacks the confidence that is needed of a

professor; she seemed disorganized."). Subjects were asked to read the story and

were told that later on in the session they would be asked some questions about it.

After reading the story, subjects engaged in several distraction tasks lasting 15

minutes. Next, subjects were asked to remember the story that they read at the

beginning of the session by writing it out on a sheet of paper.

Coding. Two coders independently rated the prose material recall. Idea units

were classified as either accurately recalled from the prose or as reconstructive errors.

Reconstructive errors were identified as those idea units which did not actually appear

in the story. Reconstructions were then coded as being either positive, neutral, or

negative.

Results. As can be seen in Figure One, overall, women had more

reconstructions in their memory than accurate recall; F(1,34)=68.23, o<.0001.
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However, there was no overall difference in valence of memory. A memoryXvalence

interaction was highly significant; F (1,26)=21.38, 12<.0001. More specifically, women

made more positive than negative reconstructions. However, women accurately

recalled more negative than positive information.

As can be seen in Figure Two, regression analyses indicate that as expected,

the more stigmatized a woman is, the more negative versus positive reconstructive

errors she makes when recalling a story about a job applicant; F(1,27)=7.036, 2<.01;

R2=.21. In other words, a highly stigmatized woman is likely to reconstruct more

negative information about a female job applicant than a destigmatized woman.

Stigmatization accounts for 20% of the variance in predicting the kinds of information

women reconstruct.

When controlling for all individual difference variables (noted earlier) in

predicting positive vem.is negative reconstructive errors, 52% of the variance is

accounted for; F(8,19)=2.607, 2<.04. When controlling for depression, instrumentality,

expressivity, anger, feminism, and inadequacy, stigma still predicts the type of

reconstructive errors women made. Above and beyond the predictive ability of the

other measures highly stigmatized women are likely to reconstruct more negative than

positive information about a female job applicant.

Conclusion. The present study has serious implications for how stigmatization

can negatively affect a woman's way of viewing the world. Highly stigmatized women

tend to reconstruct more negative pieces of information about a female job applicant

than those women who are destigmatized. Future research will explore how this

phenomenon might extend to information processing about the self. For instance,

highly stigmatized women may remember more of their own negative versus positive

qualities.
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